Entrepreneurship@EDU is a Millennium@EDU Sustainable Education Initiative which aims to foster Entrepreneurship Literacy in Education.

This Initiative will be supported on the development of partnerships with Entities which have or can develop products which are focused on Entrepreneurship Literacy and Education and can provide the adequate training and support to Entrepreneurs.

This Initiative is also aligned with the LAB@EDU Initiative, which aims to create an Innovative Network of Entrepreneurs, Start Up’s and Micro Enterprises (ESMEs), as well as of Clusters and HUBs, working in the area of Information, Communication and Scientific Technologies in Education.

The Entrepreneurship@EDU Initiative is committed to the following actions:

- Promote Entrepreneurship Literacy Products with Millennium@EDU Partners and Associates;
- Promote the inclusion of Entrepreneurship Literacy Products in Millennium@EDU Projects and Piloting Initiatives;
The following **Entrepreneurship Literacy Products** are already available:

- Doga Schools tMBA platform, which is focused on providing Business and Entrepreneurship Literacy among secondary grade students

- Promote the connection of young **Entrepreneurs** with relevant Clusters and Hubs within the **LAB@EDU Network**;

- Promote the inclusion in the **United Nations Global Compact Business Partnership**, namely the **Water Action Hub** and the **Climate and Energy Hub**, as well as other relevant Hubs to be created within this framework ([https://businesspartnershiphub.org](https://businesspartnershiphub.org))

- Promote the possibility of the young **Entrepreneurs** to apply for International Awards, such as:
  - **Sustainable Development Goals Impact** Awards from **WSA** (World Summit Awards)

- Develop an annual **Workshop** dedicated to the **Entrepreneurs** from various countries, where new trends are discussed and contacts between **Entrepreneurs** and the **LAB@EDU Network** are promoted;

- Training initiatives, including international exchange of trainers and trainees.